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Responsible Environmental Steps'! Opportunities to Lead by Voluntary Efforts
is a proactive initiative by BRT membert companies to demonstrate that voluntary actions

I.
can control greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and reduce the risks of climate change.
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Responsible Ernv~onmeintal Steps, Opportunities to Lead by Volunteer Efforts

Implementation Timeline

July - December Meetings of steering teamI, one-on-one company contacts, additional
follow-up as needed to assure successful implementation

September Second workshop (Washington DC) -focused on in-depth discussion of
reporting and implemenItation issues

December IDistribute surveys on 2003 accomplishments and participation forms for 2004

2004

February 1 Initial deadline for retu fling 2004 participation forms and completed survey
forms on 2003 accompishments

February - April One-on-one follow-up on participation forms and surveys

April 1 Second deadline for returning participation forms and surveys

June -July Distribution to BRI members of second annual report on program
implementation

July - August Publish first annual pubic report on Climate RESOLVE

January - December Additional workshops, implementation updates, steering team meetings, etc.
as needed
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RATIONALE FOR CLIMATE RESOLVE

What is at stake?

While many scientific uncertainties remain, the potential impact on global climate of rising

greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere is a source of concern to government and the

private sector. Breakthrough technologies that fundamentally alter our systems of transportation,

energy production and use, and manufacturing Iwill ultimately be needed to deliver the dramatic

reductions in emissions required to stabilize ORG concentrations in the atmosphere at acceptable

levels. However, transitioning to new technologies will necessarily be a lengthy and uncertain

process. In the interim, it is prudent to pursue - in the words of President Bush - "a path to slow

the growth of greenhouse gas emissions and - as the science justifies - to stop and then reverse

that growth."

The BRT has strongly supported industry-gov metpartnerships to accelerate technology

development. The BRT has also identified ne ar-term. opportunities for promoting technology

innovation and deployment, and spurring voluntary GHG mitigation actions through changes in

regulatory, tax and trade policies. The BRT will continue to urge the Administration and

Congress to provide appropriate incentives to encourage these actions, which should enhance

participation in Climate RESOLVE.

As BRT has repeatedly emphasized, the Kyot Protocol does not provide a sound or workable

basis for near-term measures to control GHGlemissions. The targets and timetables in the

Protocol would require the United States to make significant and immediate cuts in energy use

that would threaten economic growth and haimi the competitiveness of U.S. industry. Because

developing countries would not participate, emission reduction efforts under the Protocol would

have little benefit and would likely distort inv estment and capital flow.

As an alternative to Kyoto, the President annouced a two-pronged approach on February 14, 2002:

"[Ojur investments in advanced energy and sequestration technologies will provide the

breakthroughs we need to dramatically reduce our emissions in the longer term. In the

near term, we will vigorously pursue emssions reductions even in the absence of

complete knowledge."

To guide near-term reduction efforts, Presiden Bush set a national goal of lowering the

"greenhouse gas intensity" of the U.S. econolmy by 18 percent by 2012. This means an I18

percent reduction in the ratio between emissions and economic output. According to the

Administration, achieving this goal will require sequestering, reducing, offsetting and avoiding

over 500 million tons of 0140 emissions over the next decade. Put differently, emissions will

need to decline from the current level of 1831 metric tons per million dollars of GDP to 151

metric tons per million dollars of GDP in 20112.
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OVERVIEW

The Business Roundtable (BRT) is launching climate RESOLVE - Responsible Environmental

Steps, opportunities to Lead by Voluntary Efforts - to mobilize the resources and expertise of

BRT member companies behind the goal of enhanced voluntary action to reduce the greenhouse

gas (GHG) intensity of the U.S. economy. Our CEOs believe that motivated, forward-looking

cornpanies working in partnership with government can find many practical, cost-effective

opportunities to reduce, avoid, offset or seque~ster GHG emissions - without the senious

economic disruption caused by mandatory OG controls.

BRT has consistently emphasized that concern about global climate change can best be

addressed through long-term strategies to develop and deploy breakthrough technologies that

dramatically reduce GHG emissions without udring economic growth. While these

technologies mature, BRT supports near-ter measures by U.S. industry to reduce, avoid, offset

or sequester ORG emissions so that the G~d intensity of our economy can be reduced.

It will take the collective actions of every nation, industry and company to address the risk of

climate change. Because emissions from any individual company are small relative to total

GRG emissions, it is essential that all compaies do their part. Inkeeping with this approach,

the ultimate goal of Climate RESOLVE is 100 percent participation by BRT members in

voluntary actions to reduce, avoid, offset or squester GHG emissions. BRT will monitor the

activities of its members and report on progress toward this goal. Climate RESOLVE will

continue through 2012, a critical milestone ye-ar for reviewing U.S. progress in reducing OGH

intensity and determining next steps.

A wide variety of strategies are available to r educe, avoid, offset or sequester ORG emissions.

BRT will rely on creativity and innovation brz its members to identify the reduction strategies

that offer the greatest environmental and economic benefits consistent with each company's

individual circumstances. Climate RESOLtIE will build on existing or planned voluntary

programs, not impose additional responsibilities.

Communicating industry's OGH controle effsto government and the public is vitally important

so that progress can bemeasured and recognized. BRIis threfore encouraging companies

participating in Climate RESOLVE to report to the OHO registry maintained by the Department

of Energy (DOE) or its successor program. IThese reports will assure that the activities of BRT

members are tracked and credited toward the overall national emission management goal.

BRT members differ in their level of understanding of ORG management strategies and their

readiness and capacity to undertake voluntaIry emission management measures. The BRT is

committed to providing support and guidance to members who do not yet have OGH

management programs or seek to improve programs already in place. Companies with limited

experience in controlling emissions may iniItially participate in Climate RESOLVE by reviewing

their operations and putting in place emissiIons management plans and procedures to track

progress. These first steps will provide a foundation for actions under Climate RESOLVE to

reduce, avoid, offset or sequester emissionj in subsequent years.
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How will this progress occur?

In his February 14, 2002 announcement, the iesident "challenged Amenican businesses to make

specific commitments to improving the greenjoue gas intensity of their operations and to

reduce emissions." Noting that some sectors hiave already achieved dramatic reductions, the

President said: "We will build on these successes, with broader agreements and greater

reductions." To that end, the Administration isalready working with trade associations and

comanis t exandexstig Vlunaryprg~ams and launch new ones and to improve the

accuracy and reliability of emission reporting mechanisms.

The BRT agrees that, while American industry has done much to reduce the growth of GHG

emissions, more must be done. The BRT reciently surveyed its members to develop a profile of

ongoing voluntary initiatives within industry! We found that awareness of the climate issue was

widespread, that many members were already taking action, and that a wide range of innovative

strategies were in place, including energy efficiency programs, manufacturing and materials

changes, technology deployment and sinks and offsets. We also found that these strategies were

fielding impressive results: responding companies reported 57 million tons (TCE) of emissions

reduced, avoided, offset or sequestered in 20'00. At the same time, the survey found considerable

room for improvement. The responses show ed that additional BRT companies could initiate

GHG management efforts and that companies with programs in place could more effectively

quantify reductions and report progress to the government and the public.

Why are the BAT's actions important?

Climate RESOLVE will provide encouragempent and support for all BRT member companies to

undertake voluntary actions to manage GHG emissions and to inform government and the public

of the results achieved. As the heads of~ Am~erica's largest corporations, BRT CEOs are

strategically positioned to provide leadership within the business community because of the

many important sectors of the economy theye represent and their standing with industry peers and

policymakers. The BRT's commitment to expanded participation in voluntary GHG

management programs will send a strong mnessage about the importance that business leaders

attach to these efforts and catalyze broader action across industry.

Why should business leaders step forward now?

The President has promised to review progress over this decade and to consider stronger

measures in 2012 if the goal of lowering greenhouse gas intensity by 18% has not been reached.

Large states like Massachusetts, New Yorki and California are independently moving ahead with

emission control programs for major sector Is like power plants and automobiles. Some groups

are arguing that we need mandatory emissiln reduction programs immediately and cannot wait

for the results of voluntary initiatives. While many of these proposals are unwise and misguided,

they underscore an important point - now is the time for business leaders to demonstrate that

voluntary programs will succeed in meeting our emission reduction objectives and deliver results

at less cost to business and consumers thaA mandatory approaches.
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CRITICAL MILESTONES FOR IMPLEMENTING CLIMATE

RESOLVE

BRT has established several critical milestones for implementing Climate RESOLVE. These

milestones will enable us to document compn commitments to participate in the program,

provide needed support and assistance, monior progress, and report on results without undue

burden or paperwork:

* Members should inform BRT of their, plans to participate in Climate RESOLVE by

completing and returning the program7 participation form by February 1, 2003. This form

will provide a baseline for the program' by identifying GHG management activities in

2002 or earlier years and capture activities planned for 2003 and later years. Companies

who need additional time to develop $FIG management programs will have the option of

initially participating in Climate RESOLVE by reviewing their GHG emissions,

identifying GHG control opportunities and developing GHG management goals and

tracking measures. However, these cmanies would ultimately need to implement GHG

control measures to be counted towar BRT's 1 00 percent participation goal.

* BRT workshops at which industry ad government experts will discuss cost-effective

GHG management strategies will be held in Washington, DC in February and on the

West Coast in April 2003. Before the~se workshops, BRT will distribute to all members a

CliateRESLVEimplementation rrkbook.

* During the first half of 2003, BRT wtl conduct one-on-one outreach to individual

companies as needed to broaden partcipation in Climate RESOLVE and will solicit

commitments from additional members by May 1, 2003.

* In June of 2003, BRT will distribut to its members the first of its annual reports on the

status of Climate RESOLVE. Ths anal reports, will provide an update on the

progress of BRT members in estalsigand implementing GHG management programs
and participating in Climate RESO'E

*Asecond workshop will be held in Washington, DC in September of 2003 to provide in-

depth assistance to companies on ONG management options, emissions assessment and

reporting, and other issues.

* At the end of 2003, we will assess progress under Climate RESOLVE by surveying

participating companies to get a fuiller picture of their activities during 2003. Outreach to

members will continue in order to maintain progress toward the goal of 1 00 percent

participation in voluntary UHO manageent programs.

* In June of 2004, the BRT will distribue to memnber companies its second annual status

report on Climate RESOLVE. Shotyteeafter, the BRT will release its first annual

public report on accomplishment udrCimate RESOLVE to date and measures

planned for subsequent years. The report will be made available to government
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policymakers and the general public. IIt will not disclose the details of individual

company programs but will provide a profile of GHG management efforts by BRT

members as a whole. Included in this brofile will be examples of the wide variety of

actions BRT members are taking to manage GHU emissions through energy efficiency,I

manufacturing improvements, new prducts, investments in technology and changes in

management practices.

KEY ELEMENTS OF CLIMATE RESOLVE

Climate RESOLVE has been structured to provide broad flexibility to BRT members and to

avoid unnecessary bureaucracy and paperwoirk - consistent with the need to track and document

progress and assure accountability. Where companies have already put in place GNU

management measures and are participating i6 existing or planned voluntary programs, Climate

RESOLVE is designed to build on these efforts and document their results, not to impose

additional burdens. Where companies have nt yet taken action to reduce, avoid, offset or

sequester GNU emissions, Climate RESOL'VE is designed to provide the tools and technical

support necessary to review their operations, put in place goals for managing emissions and

develop metrics for tracking progress.

Several aspects of Climate RESOLVE demonstrate this combination of flexibility and

accountability:

*Relationship of Climate RESOLVE to Sector-based Programs

The Administration is working directly wyith many sectors to develop new or expanded

voluntary GNU emission management initiatives. BRT supports these effort's and does not

seek to duplicate them. Members who aeenrolled in a sectoral program will be able to

participate in Climate RESOLVE by informing the BRT of their activities and providing

updates on progress through Climate RESOLVE's participation forms and completing annual

surveys.

*Role of Federal and State GHG Management Programs

Over the years, agencies have launched alarge number of voluntary programs which provide

companies diverse options for reducing te greenhouse gas intensity of their operations.

Some of these programs are sector-specifc while others are industry-wide. At the federal

level, DOE, EPA .and USDA have beenite principal program sponsors. Examples of their

programs include Climate Challenge, Coalbed Methane Outreach Program, Climate Wise,

Energy Star Buildings, Green *Lights ParnesIp Natural Gas Star, Waste Wise, Voluntary

Aluminum Industrial Partnership, and Ruminant Livestock Methane Program. Recently, new

programs have been added, including EPA's industry-wide Climate Leaders and the DOE

*Business Partners Program for specific sectors. States such as California and New Jersey

also have programs for committing to Iand reporting voluntary GNU reductions. In addition

to participating in state or federal programs, companies have partnered with many non-
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governmental groups, including environmental advocates, emission trading organizations and

trade associations.

Climate RESOLVE is not intended to endorse specific programs to the exclusion of others or

to restrict the freedom of companies to select the program which best meets their needs. The

diversity of partnership programs created by governments and private organizations is

healthy and reflects the diversity of capabilities, philosophies and interests within the

business community itself.

*Communicating CHOG Reductions to Government and the Public

Measuring emission reduction progress and reporting results to government and the public

are vital to assure that industry's efforts are recognized and credited toward national emission

goals. The decision whether and how to make such reports is one for individual companies.

However, we are encouraging BRT members participating in Climate RESOLVE to report

the actions they take to reduce, avoid or sequester emissions to the DOE 1605(b) registry or

its successor program so that these actions are properly reflected in the national GHG data-

base. This database will enable industryfto receive credit and recognition for its actions and

give the Administration the tools to reliably track overall reductions in the carbon intensity of

the U.S. economy. Afuller discussion of the 1605(b) process is provided below.

Many companies use other mechanisms besides section 1605(b) to communicate their GHG

reduction accomplishments to key stakeholders. Examples include company websites, ERS

reports, shareholder reports, trade associ~ation surveys and non-governmental reporting

programs sponsored by CERES, the BusIiness Council on Sustainable Development and other

entities. The BRT encourages its rnemb IIrs to use these and other vehicles to inform the

public of their GHG management activities. We recognize, however, that whether and how

to conduct such outreach is a decision for each individual company, based on its established

policies and procedures for sharing information with the public.

*Selection of GH-G Management Strategies

Experience has shown that management Istrategies for GHG emissions vary dramatically

across sectors and even within sectors and that-each individual company is in the best

position to select the combination of meaures that fits its business strategy and operational

profile.

For electric utilities, for example, options include shifting to fuels with lower carbon content,

improving the efficiency of fuel utilization, modernizing transmission and distribution

systems, expanding renewable energy sounrces or encouraging energy conservation by

downstream customers. Manufacturing! companies likewise have many choices, including

improving energy efficiency at their facIilities, encouraging ride-sharing or telecommuting by

employees, building cogeneration or waste heat recovery units, using more energy-efficient

motors and manufacturing equipmento changing processes or raw materials to reduce

emissions. And methane gas recovery opportunities exist in many sectors, including waste

management and disposal, coal mining, natural gas production and distribution and
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agriculture. For particular industries, proj ects to reduce emissions of halogenated substances

classified as greenhouse gases (HFCs, PI s and sulfur hexafluoride) present the greatest

targets of opportunity; the aluminum industry, for example, has achieved great success in

reducing PFC emissions during aluminum, smelting operations.

Firms in all sectors can also invest in carbon sequestration or offset projects (or sinks) that

remove carbon from the atmosphere throlugh reforestation, sustainable forest management or

conservation tillage; these projects can b4 conducted in the U.S. or foreign countries.

Another form of sequestration involves catrng carbon from emission streams and

disposing of it in geologic formations Suc as saline aquifers, deep unminable coal seams,

and oil and gas wells. In addition, firms can invest in global GHG mitigation projects and

transfer these credits to U.S. operations.

Climate RESOLVE is not intended to limit the many choices available to companies or to

express a preference for some reduction strategies over others. A robust mix of approaches

will encourage companies to apply their {creativity and expertise to search out strategies that

offer the greatest environmental and economic benefits consistent with their individual

circumstances. For example, some companies will want to invest in developing more

efficient technologies that reduce GH-G emissions when used by industry and the general

public, rather than reducing or avoiding -missions in their own manufacturing operations.

Such investments in new technologies wAould be one of many appropriate approaches for

participating in Climate RESOLVE.

*Targets for Managing Emissions

Climate RESOLVE does not set any target for the amount of OHG emissions that companies

should seek to reduce, avoid, offset or s qese. Iniiulcompanies are in the best

position to set these targets, which will depend on a host of operational, financial and other

considerations unique to each company' s situation.

In determining the timing and scope of their GHG management efforts, we do encourage

BRT members to carefully consider the ~President's goal of reducing greenhouse gas intensity

by 18% by 2012. This is an economy- ie goal and may not be appropriate for some sectors

or companies. At the same time, as leaders in their industries, BRT members should assume

their fair share of the overall burden reqIuired to implement the President's climate policies.

For some companies, programs already unerway will be sufficient to meet the 18% target or

even exceed it. Other companies with ongoing programs may want to do more and should

consider analyzing their operations to idniyadditional emission reduction opportunities.

Companies without programs should cnidrwhether cost-effective emission management

strategies are available that would enablIe them to reach the President's 18% target.

Importantly, actions to achieve this target need not be implemented all at once but can be

phased in over the next ten years.

Although the basic concept is straightforward, there are many questions about how to

measure greenhouse gas intensity and Tat relation it has to the actual amount of GHG

emissions reduced, avoided, offset or seqestered by a company. The Administration will be
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providing guidance on these issues in the near future and BRT will work with its members to

apply that guidance under Climate *RESOLVE.

4Role of Non-Manufacturing Companies in Climate RESOLVE

A number of BRT members are service pr-oviders whose business consists of investment

management, banking, insurance, publislhing or data-system development. As non-

manufacturers, these companies will not be in a position to control GHG emissions during

the production or distribution of energy 4, end-products. Nonetheless, other options for

mitigating GHG emissions will be available to such companies. These may include installing

energy-efficient devices in office buildings (lighting, thermostats, windows, shades and

appliances); establishing car-pooling or tble-commuting programs;, purchasing company

trucks and cars that are more fuel-efficient; investing in carbon friendly development projects

in the U.S. or abroad; or forming partnterIhips with customers or suppliers to identify direct

or indirect emission management opportunities. As needed, BRT will work with service

provider members to search out appropriate GHG management options on a one-on-one

basis.

*Comnpanies Without GHG Management Programs

Understandably, differences exist among BRT members in their level of understanding of

GHTG management strategies, availability of skilled resources to implement GHG mitigation

measures and management culture. WhiIle many BRT members are already reducing,

avoiding, offsetting or sequestering emissions, others do not yet have programs to

accomplish this objective. We recognize that Climate RESOLVE will pose challenges to

BRT members who currently lack these programs. The BRT is committed to providing

support and guidance to these companie4 so they can establish cost-effective GHG

management programs which meet the goals of Climate RESOLVE. We intend to provide

this assistance in several ways:I

* The BRT has retained an experienced GHG management consultant to assist BRT

companies on a one-on-one basis in ~developing approaches for participating in Climate

RESOLVE.

* The BRT is establishing a "Climate [RESOLVE Steering Team" comprised of industry

experts from a diverse group of com panties. The mission of the team will be to support

BRT companies in developing and imI~plementming th e elements of a sound GHG emission

management program which reflects each company's individual operations and needs.

* The BRT will distribute a detailed implementation workbook at the beginning of 2003.

The workbook will provide BRT comipanries with examples of successful GHG

management strategies, informnation' about government programs, and recommendations

for developing and implementing dHG emission management initiatives.

* On February of 2003, the BRT is Splonsoring a workshop in Washington, DC to educate

participants on the basics of managing GHG emissions and participating in Climate
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RESOLVE. The following subjects wil be covered: government-sponsored voluntary

programs; developing a corporate cli ate change policy; GHG accounting; GHG

reporting under the DOE 1605(b) regity and potential OHG reduction strategies.

Government and industry experts will make presentations at this workshop.

* A West Coast workshop covering the same topics will be held in April of 2003.

* On September of 2003, the BRT will conduct a second workshop designed to take

participants to the next level of understanding in managing their GHG emissions. The

workshop will cover the following su~bjects: corporate GHG incentive programs;

sequestration projects; GHG credits/elmissions trading; GHG risk management programs;

employee and retiree involvement in jeorporate GHG programs; international

opportunities for low cost reductions~ supply chain and customer initiatives; and

renewable energy options.

Because they lack experience in managing GHG emissions, some BRT members may not be

ready to implement measures to reduce, avoid, offset or sequester emissions in 2003. These

companies may choose to begin participating in Climate RESOLVE by attending BRT

workshops and then reviewing their operations and emissions and developing corporate goals

and procedures. These first steps will provide a foundation for actions under Climate

RESOLVE to reduce, avoid, offset or sequester emissions in subsequent years. Ultimately,

companies will need to take such actions Ito be counted toward BRT's I100% participation

goal for Climate RESOLVE.

ROLE OF THE 41605(b) PROGRAM IN CLIMATE RESOLVE

As noted above, BRT is encouraging complgies participating in Climate RESOLVE to report

ther atins o rdue, voi, ffst o squester GHG emissions in accordance with the

Department of Energy's §1I605(b) VoluntaryIReporting of Greenhouse Gas program.

Background on the 1605(b) Program

The 1605(b) program has been in place sincje 1994. It was authorized by Congress in Section

1605(b) of the 1992 Energy Policy Act with the goal of establishing a central data-base within

the federal government for tracking both GAjG emission levels and voluntary measures to reduce

GHG emissions or remove them from the atmsphere. The program covers four types of

greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide, methaneJ nitrous oxide and halogenated substances (PFCs,

HFCs etc.). Companies may report both direct and indirect reduction projects, including those

which occur outside the United States.

DOE encourages the submission of reports by June I following the calendar year in which the

reported emissions and reductions occurred; for example, 2001 emissions and reductions would

be reported on or before June 1, 2002.
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Information reported is included in the progaspbi ata-base except when claimed business

confidential.

Participation in the 1605(b) program has sedlinraed. In 2000, reports were received from

222 entities from 29 different industrial osevcsctr. These reports identified 1,882

emission reduction, avoidance or sequestrat on projects. These projects represented a total of

269 million metric tons (carbon equivalent) of GHG emissions reduced, avoided or sequestered -

equal to 3.9% of national emissions.

Benefits of the GHG Registry

The 1605(b) reporting program offers several benefits to businesses and government:

* It provides a composite picture of the results achieved in the many different GHG reduction

initiatives underway at the federal and state levels and in the private sector.

* It enables policyrmakers to assess the level of progress toward national GHTG reduction goals
by major industrial sectors and the econo my as a whole.

* It catalogues different emission measurement methods and reduction strategies which
industry is pursuing - providing examples to other companies of successful innovative

approaches that might be applied to theiIr own operations.

* It extends public recognition to companies who have taken proactive steps to reduce the
carbon footprint of their business activit ies.

* It positions companies to obtain credit for voluntary emission reduction actions in the event a

more formal GHG management regimrelis later established.
* It provides a basis for the purchase or sale of GHG "credits" based on voluntary reduction

efforts - creating marketable assets that can potentially be traded domestically or
internationally.

Aware of these benefits, the Administration Ihas made the 1605(b) program a cornerstone of the

President's climate strategy. In his February 14 announcement, President Bush underscored the

need to expand participation in the 1605(lb)l program and emphasized that "an enhanced registry

will promote the identification and expansion of innovative and effective ways to reduce

greenhouse gases." According to the PresidIent, "this tool goes hand-in-hand with voluntary

business challenges . .. by providing a standardized and credible vehicle for measuring
progress."~

The 1605(b) Reporting Framework

DOE has attempted to minimize the burde and complexity of preparing and filing 1605(b)

reports. Its program provides considerable flexibility to reporting companies. DOE permits three

types of reporting:I

* Project-level emissions and rediictions, defined as the emission reduction
consequences of a particular action or set of actions

* Entity-level emissions and reductions, defined as the emissions and reductions of an

organization such as an entire corporation, business unit or specific plant.



*Commitments to take action to reduce, avoid or sequester GHG emissions in the
future.

Reporting companies may choose between a long form (Form EJA-1605) and a short form (EJA-
1605EZ). The long form is used for entity-level reporting; the short form permits reporting on
project-level reductions and sequestration only. A growing number of reports are submitted on
the long form; 84 percent of program participants used the long form during the 2000 data
reporting cycle. Nonetheless, DOE has recognized that comprehensive emissions data may be
difficult or impossible to obtain in some insthnrces and that companies may report the reductions
achieved by specific projects without reportin overall emissions for their operations.

Analyzing Reduction or Sequestration Proet

DOE has developed a simple step-by-step prjocess for analyzng emission reduton or
sequestration projects that companies wish to report:

* Companies must first establish a reference case - that is, a baseline emissions level
against which to measure the effects of the project. This can be accomplished by
using historical emissions data or identifying historical conditions (industrial output,
processing methods) or technolokies that will be modified by the project.

* Companies must identify all effeb ts of the project on GHG emitting activities,
including on-site or off-site effec~ts

* Companies must estimate project accomplishments - this is, emission levels for the
reference case and the project case and the resulting reductions attributable to the
project. These estimates can be made using measured data, engineering projections,
default values or a combination of all three.

DOE has recognized that, in applying this process, a wide range of detail and effort may be
appropriate in reporting emissions and reducttions and that reporting companies have latitude to
determine the extent and complexity of the analyzes they perform. Some projects may involve
no emissions reporting and very simple emission reductions analyses;, others may involve
comprehensive emissions reporting and an extensive evaluation of project impact effects and
consequences.

As BRI members consider their options for GHG reductions under Climate RESOLVE, the
flexibility provided by DOE will be importat to keep in mind. DOE has developed extensive
sector-specific guidance documents which describe "standard" projects and provide simplified
"default" methodologies for estimating emiIssion reductions. BRT contractors will be available
on request to help members access these materials and develop reporting approaches that reflect
company needs and capabilities. Please fill out and return the form on the following page if you
wish a BRT consultant to contact you.

Improvements in the 1605(b) Process

Because of the importance of the 1605(b) prIogram, the President has directed four agencies -

DOE, Commerce, USDA and EPA - to "improve the accuracy, reliability and verifiability' of
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Resoonsibte Environmnental Steps; Opportunities to Lead by Volunteer Efforts

What It Will Accomplish and How It Will Work

-0 The Business Roundtable (BRT) is launchIn Climate RESOLVE to mobilize the resources and
expertise of BRT member companies behind the goal of enhanced voluntary action to control

greenhouse gas (UHO) emissions and improve the GHO intensity of the U.S. economy.

M, BRT has consistently emphasized that concerns about global climate change can best be
addressed by developing and deploying breakthrough technologies without undermining the

competitiveness of our economy. BRT has advocated strong industry-government partnerships
to accelerate technology development. ThVhile new technologies mature, BRT continues to
support voluntary near-term measures by U.S. industry to control OHG emissions and reduce
ORG intensity.

M BRT has identified near-term opportunities for accelerating technology innovation and
deployment, and spurring voluntary GHFt mitigation actions through changes in regulatory, tax

and trade policies. The BRT will continue to urge the Administration and Congress to provide
appropriate incentives to encourage partIicipation in Climate RESOLVE.

M~ President Bush has challenged American business to take additional steps to lower the OGH
intensity of our economy. BRT supports this goal. We agree with the President that voluntary
programs represent the best approach for controlling OHG emissions. These programs will
deliver results at less cost than mandator approaches and will simultaneously foster innovation
and investment in new technologies.

M Strong and sustained support for voluntatry action is the best way to avoid undesirable mandatory
GHG controls. By participating in Clim ate RESOLVE, BRT members will underscore the
importance that leading companies in each sector attach to voluntary ORG management efforts
and catalyze broader action across industry. BRT Climate RESOLVE will continue through
2012, acritical milestone year for reviewing U.S. progress in reducing OGH intensity and
determining next steps.

* It will take the collective actions of every nation, industry and company to address the risk of
global climate change. Precisely because emissions from any individual company are small

relative to total ORG emissions, it is essential that every company take effective actions to
manage its ORG emissions. That is wh the ultimate goal of BRT Climate RESOLVE is 100
percent pa rticipation by BRT members in voluntary GHG management programs. BRT will
monitor the activities of its members adregularly report cumulative progress toward this 1 00
percent goal.

i* BRT Climate RESOLVE reflects a recognition that each BRT member is in the best position to
select measures for reducing, avoiding, offsetting or sequestering ORG emissions that fit its
business strategy and operational profile. BRT Climate RESOLVE likewise does not set

specific targets for the level of ORG em issions that companies should reduce, avoid, offset or
sequester. Each company will need to d Ietermine what actions to take after reviewing its own
operational and financial situation. For example, some companies will want to invest in

tsi Ni EsSl
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developing more efficient technologies that reduce GHU emissions when used by industry and

the general public, rather than reducingo avoiding emissions in their own manufacturing

operations. In developing GHU emisso mng etsraegies, however, companies should

carefully consider the President's goal ofrdcn N nensity by 18% by 2012.

A BRT members differ in their readiness an aaiytnertake voluntary actions to control

emissions. BRT will provide support adginctom bers who need additional assistance.

in early 2003, BRT will distribute an ipentiowrkook. It will also sponsor workshops
in February and September 2003 on cost-effective strategies for assessing and managing GNU

emissions. One-on-one counseling on prgram design and implementation will be provided to

individual companies on request.

El BRT members should inform BRT of their plans to participate in BRT Climate RESOLVE by

February 1, 2003. Companies with limited experience in managing emissions may begin
participating in the program by reviewinIg their operations and putting in place plans for

controlling emissions and deyeloping pr cedures to track progress. These first steps will

provide a foundation for actions to reduce GNU intensity in later years.

fM Communicating a company's GHG managmn fot ogovernment and the public is vitally

important so that overall progress can bmesrdadecognized. While the mechanism for

such communication is best determined hby each individual company, BRT recommends that its

members submit reports to the Department of Energy (DOE) 1605(b) registry or its successor

program so that their actions are reflected in the national GNU database.

i0 During the first half of 2003, BRT xvill ikonduct one-on-one outreach to individual companies as

needed to broaden participation in BRT Climate RESOLVE and will seek participation
commitments from additional members by May 1, 2003.

Ut In mid-2003, BRT xvill distribute to its members the first of its annual reports on the status of

Climate RESOLVE. These annual repoIrts, will provide an update on the progress of BRT

members in establishing and implementing GHU management programs and achieving target
levels of participation in BRT Climate RESOLVE.

M At the end of 2003, we will assess progres under BRT Climate RESOLVE by surveying

participating companies to get a fuller pcture of their activities during 2003. Outreach to

members will continue in order to maintain progress toward the goal of 1 00 percent
participation in voluntary GNUG manageetprograms.

M1 In mid-2004, BRT will distribute to mebrcompanies its second annual status report on BRT

Climate RESOLVE. Soon thereafter, R will release its first annual public report on

accomplishments under Climate RESOLVE to date and measures planned for subsequent years.

The report will be provided to government policymakers and the general public. It will not

disclose the details of individual company programs but will provide a profile of GNU reduction
efforts by BRT members as a whole. Included in this profile will be examples of the wide

variety of actions BRT members are takIng to manage GHG emissions through energy

efficiency, manufacturing improvements, new products, investments in technology and changes

in management practices.

-2-
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COMPANY PARTCIPATION FORM

The purpose of this form is to inform The Business Roundtable of your company's plans for participating in

BRT Climate RESOLVE. Please return the form by Februaty 1, 2003.

The goal of Climate RESOLVE is 100% participation by BRT members in voluntary actions to reduce,

greenhouse gas (GHG) intensity. While many BRT members are already taking these actions, others are

still formulating GHG management programs and will need time to put these programs in place.

Companies may initially participate in BRT ClimateRESOLVE by taking steps to develop GHG

management programs but ultimately will need to imlemient GHG control measures to be counted toward

BRT's 1 00 percent participation goal.

This form will enable the BRT to determine whete your company will be focusing on program

development in 2003 and later years or whether yolu will be implementing GHG management measures. It

will also give us a picture of which activities in each category you have already completed and what

additional steps you are planning under Climate RESOLVE. At the end of 2003, we will be surveying the

BRT membership to obtain more information abou your activities in these areas so that we can measure

improvements in 2003 and track progress toward B1RT's goal of 1 00 percent participation in voluntary

GHO management programs.

C E O N A M E : _________________________ ___________________________________ ____

COM PANY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

As applicable, please check the boxes below that describe the activities your company took in 2002 or earlier

years and the activities you are planning in 2003 an later years:'

I. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

--ACTIVITIES~ ATIVITIES7 ACTIVITIES
IN 2002 PLANNED PLANNED

or Earlier Years for 2003 Far Later Years t

Designate person(s) responsible for GHG L i L er

managementYer
Develop written GHG management policy LiL i Year:

Review emissions profile ElFi Li Year:

Evaluate operations for opportunities to reduce L iL er
GHG intensity F-Yer
Establish GHG emission management goals Li1 Li L Year:

Develop procedures for tracking progress andj Li1 Li 1 Year:

meetingl goalsI

You should indicate that an activity is planned for 2003 if you initiated it in prior years and are planning to

continue the activity in 2003. For example, continuation of a previously initiated energy efficiency program

should be listed as an emission reduction and avoidance activity planned for 2003.

Please indicate the years in which you plan to conduct the activity in question.
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Implementation Timeline

2002

November 13 Approval of program by BRT Policy Committee

December 2 Letter to CEOs seeking support for Climate RESOLVE - includes

participation form, bacuppackage describing program, report on 2002

survey, details on worshPs, etc.

2003

January 5 Workshop invitation' dstributed

February 1 Initial deadline for returnig company participation forms

February 5 BRT Policy Committee meeting - report on program launch

February 5 Distribution of implementation workbook to all BRT members

February 25-26 First Workshop (WNashington DC) - focused on tracking and monitoning

(tentative) GHG emissions, operational assessments, goal setting and cost-effective
management strategies

February - April One-on-one follow-up with individual companies

April West Coast workshop (location TBD) - same agenda as DC workshop for
West Coast companies

May 1 4 Second deadline for returning company participation forms

June First annual report to IBRT membership on program status and participation

June 12 Status report on Climate RESOLVE at BRT annual meeting

1615 L Street NVV Suite I1100. Washington. DC 20030 A -nm1hvic,d

Phone (202) 872-1260 Fax (202) 466-31509 v~ brt org
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II. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITIES~ ACIIIS ATVTE
IN ~2002 PLANN ED PLANNED

or Earlier Years for 2003 Far Later Years"

Take actions to reduce, avoid, offset or sequeste H LI Year:
GHG emissions _ ____

Participate in government-sponsored programs t6 m m Year:__
reduce GHG intensity LL iL

Invest in developing products or technologies H~ LI Year:
which improve efficiency or lower GHG intensity _____________________

Participate in other GHG management programsjF1Yer
(for example, with environmental organizations) LHH Yer
Report entity-wide emissions and/or reductionYer
projects to the Department of Energy's 1605(b) HHH Ya:__
GHG registry or its successor program
Report GHG emission management actions to the H- El H Year: __

Your completed form00 S

should be returned by
February 1, 2003 to: So that we can coordinate with your company in the fiuture, please list

your desig~nated contact person for BRT CLIMATE RESOLVE:

Dr. E. Linn Draper, Jr.
The Business Roundtable Name: ___ _______________________

1615 L Street, N.W.
Suite 1 100Til:___
Washington, DC 20036 Company: I______________________
Fax: (202) 466-3509 Address: I

Address:

City, State Zip:

Te-al: I

If you have any questions about this form, please contact Marian Hopkins of the BRT at (202) 872-1260.

Thank you for your participation in this importat and exciting effort.

Please indicate the years in which you plan to coniduct the activity in question.



the voluntary GHG emission reduction registry. He also has instructed DOE "to recommend
reforms to insure that business and individuals that register reductions are not penalized under a

future blimate policy and to give transferable credits to companies that can show real emissions
reductions.' On July 8, 2002, the heads of tbIe four agencies reported to the President on their
efforts to carry out these directives. They proposed to initiate an expedited process to improve
the 1605(b) program in consultation with stakeholders.

The new 1605(b) guidelines are intended to bIe issued by January 2004 and to be used for
reporting emissions data and reductions for calendar year 2003. Because these new guidelines

will-apply to BRT members who participate in Climate RESOLVE beginning in 2003, BRT

intends to closely monitor development of til gudlnsepis members updated and assist
members in applying the guidelines when thy are final.
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One-on-One Assistance Form

Please fill out and return this form to be contacted by a BRT Climate RESOLVE

consultant.

Name: _______________ _______________________

Title: __________________________________

Company.

Address: ______________ _______________________

Address: _______________________________________

City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State.: _ _ _ Zip:

Telephone:

F a x : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

E-mail: _______________________________________

PLEASE FAX COMPLETED FORMS TO:

Aimee Klein
The Buasiness Roundtable
FA(22 46-3509

PHONE: (02 872-1260



SUMMARY, OF BRT CLIMATE
CHANGE SURVEY RESULTS

-- as of J7une 20, 12002

BRT Climate ~urvey - Why
Conducted?

# Respond to Preside~nt's call for enhanced
voluntary program~s to reduce the greenhouse
gas intensity of the US economy

* Develop profile of voluntary efforts now
underway by BRT members

* Inform future BR-T strategies for
strengthening voIl intary programs and
supporting Administration

2



BRT Climate Survey -

Response Rat
+ 76 Respondents
4> Represents Over 60% of BRT Industrial

Members
tAll major indlustrial sectors represented

•Utilities Heavy equipment
• Oil and gas Consumer products
• Paper products High technology
* Chemicals Auto manufacture
•Transportation Mining and metals

BRT Climate Survey - Key
Findings

*Over half of respondlents (39) have
policies on climate change

'>Over 4O0/o (29) have GHG reduction
goals

*lSO/ (10) are prticipating in internal or
external GHG credit trading programs

4

2



BRIT Climate Survey - Key
Findings

4z Over 90% of responders are involved in GHG
reduction activities These include:

•Energy conservaton (900k)
•Processes/practics to reduce emissions (800/)
•Emission reduction projects for halogenated
substances - PFCs~, HFCs (460/a)

•Development of new technology (400k)
* Nitrous oxide reduction (35%)
•Carbon sequestraion (260/)

• Methane reduction projects (250/)

5

BRT Climate Survey - Key
Findings

40 BRT memrbers are pursuing several advanced
technologies:
• Coal gasification
• Fuel cells
• Geological sequestration
* Light weight plastics

•Solid hydrogen storage
* Advanced batteries
* Carbon reinjection from natural gas processing
U Photovoltaics

3



BRT Cimate Sdrvey - Key
Findoings

'#Half of responders are communicating
G-HG reduction efjfrts to public or
policymakers by the following methods:

•Annual EMS reot (46/o

•Company webst(4/)
• Reporting to EP 20c

•Reporting to DE10bregistry (18%)
• Annual shareholder report (180/)

7

BRT Climate Survey - Key
Findings

#BRT members work with many partners -

Pew Center on Global Climate Change

*MIT Carbon Sequestration Forum
Keystone Center
CERES
National Council of State Legislators

mCalifornia Climate Actio~n Registry
Chicago Climate Exchange
New Jersey Greenhouse Gas Action Plan

*World Wildlife FundI
Environmental Defense

*World Resource Institte
*The Nature Conservanc~y

4



BRT Climt Shrvey -Key

Findings

4Sixty-two (62) percent of responders
are participating ~in government
programs, distributed as follows:

EPA Green prog ams (600/)
Climate Wise (250/)(EPA)
Climate Leaders (12%)(EPA)
Climate Challengle (9%)(DOE)

*Other (t1%/)

BRT Climate ~urvey - Key
Findings

*over half of responders quantified emission
reduction impact for past programs (1990-
present)

*Thirty-eight (38) percent of responders
projected future eImission reductions (2002-
2005)

*Tools for quantifying reductions varied
*Energy efficiency metrics

* Company-wide eission inventory/baseline
analyses

* Project-by-projec assessment



BRT Climate Stirvey - Key
Findings

tTotal GHG emission reduced, avoided or
sequestered in 20Q0 were approximately 57
million tons carbon equivalent (TCE)
m Represents 6.2%1/ o¶l total GHG emissions from

industrial/commercial sector (ETA Inventory)
4&TotalI GHG emissions to be reduced, avoided

or sequestered in 2002-2005 estimated at
192 million TCE

tA few companies account for great majority
of reported/projected reductions

*Some companies still defining future targets

BRT Climate C~hange Survey -

General Observations

4 Awareness of the climate issue is widespread
among BRT members

4 Companies are pu suing awide range of
options to reduce GHG emissions - including
• energy efficiency programs
•manufacturing and materials changes
•technology dlevelopment

• sinks and offsets
iThese efforts are yielding impressive results

in GHG emissions 'educed, avoided or
sequestered

12

6



BRT Climate CI ange Survey -

General Observations

At the same time--
tNot all companies have stepped forward
*'Some participating companies are not

quantifying reductions they make
t*Other companies could communicate their

programs to government and the public more
effectively

*4Industry is spreadipg its efforts over multiple
government programs at different agencies -

which aren't fully cpordinated and use
different metrics to track progress 1
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Febru-ary 2003
GHG Management Workshop

The workshop is designed to help companies who are in the early stages of taking voluntary action

to reduce, offset, sequester or avoid GHG emissions. The workshop is designed to educate and

motivate participants on the basics of managing GHG emissions.

Day One

12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. Registration

1:00 P.M. - 1:10oP.M. John Castellani, President, The Business Roundtable

1:10Op.m. - 1:40 p.m. Dale Heydlff SeirVc rsdent, Governmental and

Environmenta AfisAmrcnElectric Power Company, Inc.

Chairman, EniomnTcnlogy & the Economy Coordinating

Commnittee, Th uiesRudable

1:40 p.m. - 2:20 p.m. The Bush Admnstration
The Honorabil James Connaughton, Chairman, White House

Council on Environmental Quality (proposed)

The Honorae Larisa Dobriansky, Office of Policy and

Internationa Ikffairs, Department of Energy (proposed)

The HonorabIe Jeff Holmstead, Assistant Administrator for Air and

Radiation, Environmental Protection Agency (proposed)

2:20 p~m. - 2:35 p.m. Break

2:35 p.m. - 3:20 p.m. Industry Sector Business Challenge Reports

3:20 p.m. - 4:20 p.m. "Developing adimplementing a company climate change program"

4:20 p.m. - 4:55 p.m. "ENGO's indutry climate programs"

4:55 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Closing commients by Chairman

6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres

THSIE&

16E15 L Street NWV, Suite I1100. Washinaton. DC 20036
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February 2003

GHG Management Workshop

Day Two

7:15 a.m. - 8:00a.m. Breakfast Bufe

8:00 a.m. - 8: 10 a.m. Paul Cicio, Revi iew of agenda

8: 10 a.m. -9:2 5 a~m. "Fundamentalof GHG Accounting"
Arthur Rypinsi Economist, Department of Energy (proposed)

9:25 a.m. - 9:40 p.m. Break

9:40 a. m. - 10:40 a.m. "Reporting to DOE 1605 (b) GHG Registry"
Paul McArdlee,1 Program Manager, Voluntary Reporting of GHG

Program, Energy Information Administration (proposed)

10:40 a.m. - 1 1:00a.m. Break

1 1:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. "Cost-Effective Mitigation Options"

12:00 p.m. - 1: 15 p.m. Lunch

1: 15 p.m. - 2:15 p.m. "Cost-Effectiv Mitigation Options"

2:15 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. "DOE Climat Programs and Resources"

3:00 p.m. -3:l5 p.m. Break

315 p.m. - 4: 00 p.m. "EPA Climate Programs and Resources"

4:00 p.m. - 4:05 p.m. Closing remak by the Chairman

4:05 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Breakout sess Ions
"How to calculate GH[Gs on various mitigation options"

-2-
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September 2003
GHG ManagIement Workshop

The second workshop is designed to take participants to a high level of competence in managing

their GH-G emissions.

Workshop elements would include:
* Goal setting

* Corporate incentive programs

* Sequestration projects

* GHG Credits/emissions trading/Clean Development Mechanism/Activities Implemented

Jointly

* Risk management programs

*Employee involvement in corporate GHG programs

* International opportunities for low cost reductions /World Bank programs, etc.

* Supply chain / customer initiatives

* Renewable energy options

1616 L Street NWV. Suite 1 100, VWasington, DC 20036torpn' hLIiv~ic

Phone (202) 872-1260 Fax (202) 466-3509 Nwvwbrt org
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Workshop Notebook Contents

1. Workshop agenda

2. Backgrounder on climate change

3.BRT Climate RESOLVE Program

4. President Bush's Climate Initiative

5. DOE 1605 (b) GHG Registry
* Description of the registry and is plans for future changes

* Directions on how to use it (wit~ software)

* Examples

6. Government climate change programs
* Department of Energy
* Environmental Protection Ageny
* U.S. Department of Agricultr

(description of programs, tools! resources and mitigation options)

7. GH-G mitigation options

S. Glossary of Terms

1615 U) Street NWV, Suite I1100. Washin gton. DC 20036 W1h -k

Phone (202) 872-1 260 Fax (202) 466 3509 www~brt~org
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THE BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE

GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE POSITION STATEMENT

The Business Roundtable views global Iclimate change as an important and complex issue

with significant potential environmental, energy supply and economic implications. The

development and global deployment of new, h ,ghly efficient technologies that minimize

greenhouse gas emissions and maximize carbon capture promise to be the most effective long-

term response to concerns about global climate change. We support actions to implement a U.S.

climate change technology strategy that would involve all nations and are committed to playing a

key role in its success.

TECHNOLOGY

The development and global deployment of new, highly efficient technologies that

minimize carbon emissions and maximize removal of carbon from the atmosphere is the most

effective long-term response to concerns abouIt global climate change. Successful development,

commercialization, and global dissemination of new technologies will require a shared public-

private sector commitment. Industry alone caInnot assume the financial risk necessary to develop

and commercialize technologies on a global scale.

The Roundtable believes that key elements for a climate change research and

development investment strategy should inclIude:

Increasing the level of energy researc and development funding commensurate with

the challenge: Energy R&D funding suffers trom declining investment, poor coordination across

sectors, and insufficient focus on technologies that address climate change challenges. These

hurdles must be overcome if the United States1 and the world are to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions. Indeed, energy R&D is less than I percent of the value of energy products, far less

than the 3 percent for other industries. Public and private sector energy R&D funding should be

increased, better coordinated and targeted to ard developing revolutionary new technologies

that are more efficient and reduce, avoid, or ciapture greenhouse gas emissions.

Increasing technology deployment: There are valuable emerging and commercially

available advanced technologies that could reduce emissions of greenhouse gases today.

Increased efforts are needed to deploy these beneficial technologies for application in domestic

and international markets, as well as to devellop and commercialize technologies to conserve

energy and/or to capture and sequester emissi-ons of greenhouse gases.

Market Incentives: Federal technology policy initiatives must take into account the

central role of the private sector in commercializing and deploying new and emerging

technologies. Governments can most effectilvely promote the development of advanced energy

and, environmental technologies through policies that provide effective market-dniven incentives

for research, commercialization, investment, and the global deployment of new technologies.



We recognize that climate change impacts all na~tions and that solutions must be of a global

nature. One key element of any such efforts will be to maintain and expand trade linkages

among nations and facilitate the free flow of priv~ate capital through foreign direct investment,

the primary vehicle for global technology diffusion.

ECONOMY

Development and deployment of technology requires a sound economy, both at home and

abroad. Only strong, free market economies ca produce the kind of technological advancement

needed to meet the challenge of climate change!

United States regulatory, tax and trade las make importan contributions to a cleaner

and healthier environment. They facilitate an efctively functioning economy and an efficient

global trading order. However, too often the implementation of these laws and policies

unintentionally increases risks and uncertainty, which can discourage innovation and raise costs.

In our paper "Unleashing Innovation: Th-e Right Approach to Global Climate Change"

we identify instances where regulatory policy, tax, and trade laws inadvertently suppressed

research, innovation, and the global dissemination of advanced technologies. We support

solutions that drive rapid innovation, while imp roving environmental performance.

We recognize that investments made to address one environmental concern, such as

climate change, may not be used simultaneousl to adrs teafety, health and

environmental needs. To maximize resources, actions to address climate change should make

good economic sense today, while at the same tLime improving the quality of life for tomorrow.

S UMMA R Y

The Business Roundtable is committed Ito preserving and protecting the environment.

We are committed also to the fundamental con~cept of sustainability - the achievement of

economic growth, superior environmental perfIormance and rising living standards for a growing

world population. We believe the developmenIt, commercialization, and global diffusion of

advanced energy- efficient and environmental technologies are the most cost-effective and

enduring responses to concerns about climate change.

The best approach to the climate change challenge consists of promoting and fostering

technological advancement, and eliminating barrers to technology development and diffusion.

The BRT member companies support a climate change policy response that:

* supports principles of sustainability tha lead to an improved environmental protection

system;I
* eliminates regulatory, tax and trade impediments to the development and global

deployment of new highly efficient tecbnologies that minimize carbon emissions and

maximize carbon capture;I
* recognizes the important role of terrestrial and ocean sinks and supports policies that

encourage the use of sequestration in ~gricuiture and forestry;



* institutes economically sensible measures that accelerate the deployment -of newer more

efficient, iower-emiittinhg and renewable technologies;

* increases research, development and deployment of beneficial energy and climate change

technologies;
*strengthens our national commitment to basic and applied R&D in the physical sciences;

*fosters development of innovative pui-pvaepartnerships that accelerate the

commercialization of advanced techoois

*accelerates research into remaining ucranisin climate change science; and

*fosters research into adaptation technologies as well as preventive technologies, so that

society is better prepared for climate chages that may occur, regardless of cause.

Our goals are acleaner, safer, and healthie world with economic growth and ahigher

standard of living for all. We are committedto constructive participation with all stakeholders in

the evolutionary process of environmental protection. Ultimately, it will be industry that provides

much of the innovation and capital to develop, commercialize and deploy the technologies

needed to enable societies around the world to meet their economic development aspirations in a

sustainable manner.

FINAL
September 2001
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Resource List

U.S. GOVERNMENT

National oceanic and Atmospheric Administ-ration
WWW.noaa.gov/climate.htmI

National Renewable Energy Laboratory
www.nrel.gov

U.S. Department of Agriculture - Sustainabfle Development Program

WWW.usda.gov/sustainable

U.S. Department of Energy -- Energy Efficimeny and Renewable Energy Network

www.erenudoe.gov

U.S. Department of Energy - Global Climate Change

www.energy. gov/world/sub/global-cimate changelhtml

U.S. Department of Energy -- Voluntary RepDorting Under 1605b Registry

http://www.eia.doe.gov/Oiaf/l 
6 0 5/ 1 605b.htnll

U.S. Department of Energy/ U.S. Environmental Protection Agency -- Energy Star

www.energystar.gov

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - liate Leaders Program

www.epa.gov/climateleaders/

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency -Cloalbed Methane Outreach Program

www.epa.gov/coalbed

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency -- Global Warming Site

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - Natural Gas STAR

www.epa. gov/gasstar

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency -- Environmental Partners Page

www.epa. gov/partners/programs/ifldex.htm

W51JNE.55
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U.S. Forest Service -- Healthy Forest Initiatv
www.fs.fed.us/projects/HFI.shtmI

U.S. Global Change Research Program
www.usgcrp.gOV

U.S. Department of State -- Global Climate Cange
www.state.gov/g/oes/climate/

WORLDWIDE GOVERNMIENTAL AGENCIES

Intergovernmeflal Panel on Climate Change
www.ipcc.ch

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

www.unfccc.de

INTEREST GROUPS. NGOS AND THINK TA~NKS

American Wind Energy Association
www.awea.org

The Business Roundtable
www.brt.org

California Climate Action Registry
www.climateregistry.org

CERES -A Network for Change
www.ceres.org

Chicago Climate Exchange
www.chicagoclimatex.com

Climate Technology Initiative
www. climatetech. org

-2-
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Ducks Unlimited
wwvw.ducksunlitmited.org

Environmental Defense
www~environmentaldefense.org

Green-e Renewable Electricity Certification Prora

www. green-e.org

The Nature Conservancy
www.nature. org

Pew Center on Global Climate Change
www.pewclimate.org

Solar Energy Industries Association
www.seia.org

World Resources Ins titute
www.wri.org

World Wildlife Fund
www.worldwildlife.org

BRT STA-FF ~CONTACT INFOR-MATION

Dale E. Heydlauff, Senior Vice President, Governmental and Environmental Affairs, American

Electric Power Company, Inc., Chair Environment, Technology & the Economy

Coordinating Committee, The Business Roundtable

Telephone: (614) 716-1280 * E-mai: deheydlauff~aep.com

Marian B. Hopkins, Director - Public PohicNI The Business Roundtable

Telephone: (202) 872-1260 * E-mail: mhopkins~brt.org

Aimee Klein, Administrative Assistant, The Business Roundtable

Telephone: (202) 467-5275 * E-mail: aklein~brt.org
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Messages Points for Company Spokespersons
Climate RESOLVE Initiative

Every company in every sector of the ecornoy has a role in controlling greenhouse gas

emissions, and we are stepping up to do our part.

* Climate change is truly a global issue that can only be addressed effectively on a global

basis, and it is a challenge that we must accept together. It will take the collective actions

of every nation, every industry and every company to effectively addresclmtchne

* The greenhouse gas emissions from an individual company are small when compared to

total global emissions. But together, ye can make a difference if each company takes

prudent actions to avoid, reduce, offsetor sequester its greenhouse gas emissions.

* Many companies already have taken voluntary steps to reduce, avoid, offset or sequester

greenhouse gas emissions. Howeverjmore must be done - and by more companies. By

participating in Climate RESOLVE w e are stepping up to this challenge.

Leaders lead. We have chosen to lead by example and demonstrate clearly that

voluntary actions are the best way to deliver continued economic growth while

minimizing the risks of climate chang.

* President Bush has set a national goal Iof reducing the greenhouse gas intensity of the

economy by 1 8 percent by 2012. Working alongside other members of The Business

Roundtable, we are responding voluntarily to the President's challenge.

* We feel strongly about the importae of participating in voluntary greenhouse gas

management programs, and hope thtorefforts can catalyze broader action by companies

in every region and sector of our ecomy

To truly address climate change over the long term, we must develop breakthrough

technologies that dramatically reduce greenhouse gas emissions without curtailing

economic growth.

*But while those new technologies aije being developed, it makes good business sense to

take voluntary steps to reduce, avoid, offset or sequester greenhouse gas emissions.

WU5INE5',

1615 L Street NWV Suite 11100, Was iington. DC 20036 ,i~~phr~e

Phone (202) 8721-1260 Fax (202) 466-3509 www brt org
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Q&A for BRI's Clinmate RIESOLVE Initiative

What is The Business Roundtable trying todo with its Climate RESOLVE initiative? What
is the goal, and what are the primary activities associated with it?

I At~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
The Business Roundtable is calling on each BIRTI member company to take voluntary actions to
manage greenhouse gas emissions, with the ultimate goal of I 00 percent participation by BRT$
members in voluntary programs.

To give all BRT companies the insight and the tools to effectively manage their greenhouse gas
emissions, The Business Roundtable will provide workshops, one-on-one consulting support and
examples of options to reduce, avoid and seqIuester greenhouse gas emissions.-

Climate RESOLVE is another example of the Business Roundtable's longstanding leadership role
in addressing global climate change, which is an issue with critical implications for the U.S.
economy.

The Business Roundtable is leading by example and demonstrating that voluntary actions are the
best way to deliver economic growth while ffiininiizing the risks of climate change from
greenhouse gas emissions. The BRT's comnitment to participation in voluntary greenhouse gas
management programs sends a strong siga Lbout the importance of these efforts and can catalyze
broader action across industry.

Why is the BRT's initiative importantWyde the BRT care about this?

The Climate RESOLVE initiative will proieenorgement and support for all BRT member
companies to undertake voluntary action tmagegreenhouse gas emissions and to inform
government and the public of the resultsacivd

As the heads of America's largest corporatios BTC sarstrategically positioned to provide
leadership within the business community because of the important sectors of the economy they
represent and their high standing with industry peers and policymrakers.

BRT's commitment to expanded participation in voluntary greenhouse gas management programs
sends a strong message about the importance that business leaders attach to these efforts and can
catalyze broader action across industry.

Climate change is truly a global issue that cnolbeadsedeffectively on a global basis.
Climate change cannot effectively be addressed by any single nation, industry or company. It will
take the collective actions of every nation, indstyand company to address the challenge of
climate change. Because emissions from any single company are small relative to total global
greenhouse gas emissions, it is essential that e.Very company take effective actions to avoid,
reduce, offset or sequester its greenhouse ga~ emissions. That's why our ultimate goal is 100
percent participation by BRT members.

1615 L Street NVV, Suite 1 100. Washington, DC 20036 tJIrJnIu~Idc

Phone (202) 872-1260 Fax (202) 4636-3509 x~ brt.org
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What is the national goal set by President Bush for voluntary reductions?

President Bush set an ambitious national goal of lowering the "greenhouse gas intensity" of the
U.S. economy by 18 percent by 2012. This means an overall 1 8 percent reduction in the ratio
between emissions and economic output.

According to the Administration, achieving ths goal will require sequestering, reducing, and
avoiding over 500 million tons of greenhouse gas emissions over the next decade. Another way of
saying this is that greenhouse gas emissions wvill need to decline from the current level of 183
metric tons per million dollars of GDP to 151 metric tons per million dollars of GDP in 2012.

When he announced this goal in last February ,the President challenged American businesses to
make specific commitments to improving th~ greenhouse gas intensity of their operations and to
reduce emissions. The BRT is embracing tha challenge.

When do you envision having participation of every BRT me mber company? Will this effort
be a failure if you do not get 100 percent prticipation?

The ultimate goal of the Climate RESOLVE initiative is to have participation of 1 00 percent of
BRT member companies in voluntary programs to control greenhouse gas emissions. This is an
aspirational goal but one that we believe is achievable with hard work and continuous effort.

We haven't set a specific deadline for reachinIg 1 00 percent participation but we will be closely
monitoring the efforts of our members and reporting to the public and the government on progress.

The importance of our 1 00 percent goal is tha it will help focus our members on the need for
taking action and will motivate them to devote resources and attention to voluntary OGH
management efforts. If we can engage our mmbers and expand the reach of voluntary programs
within the business community, the initiativ will be a success.

How does The Business Roundtable defn aticipation? What specifically does a company
need to do to be considered as participaig nthe voluntary programs9

Our overall goal for Climate RESOLVE isfralour members to take actions to reduce, avoid.
offset or sequester greenhouse gas emissions~ and to report their progress under the reporting
program administered by the Department of Energy.

I1The Business Roundtable is a diverse organization made up of companies from a wide variety of
sectors. Some companies have already been very active in controlling greenhouse gas emissions.
Other companies will just be getting started. fBecause they lack experience in managing
greenhouse gas emissions, some BRT members may not be ready in 2003 to implement measures
to reduce, avoid, offset or sequester emissions.

In the early years of the initiative, we will co~nsider a company to be participating if it begins
developing a GHG management program, by taking such steps as reviewing its emissions,
identifying options to control those emissionIs and then setting emission management goals. These
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first steps will provide a foundation for acios in subsequent years to reduce, avoid, offset or
sequester emissions. Our ultimate goal is to have each company taking actions that reduce, avoid,
offset or sequester emissions, but it will take time for some companies to reach that point.

What do the letters in Climate RESOLVE stand for?

Responsible Environmental Steps, Opportuntties to Lead by Voluntary Efforts

How will The Business Roundtable help co mpanies that do not have as much experience in
monitoring and managing greenhouse gas emissions?

To give all BRT companies the support and tools to effectively manage their greenhouse gas
emissions, The Business Roundtable will provide workshops, an implementation workbook, one-
on-one consulting support and examples of optons to reduce, avoid, offset and sequester
greenhouse gas emissions.

The BRT will assemble a team of experts -. md up of representatives from BRI companies and
experienced consultants -to assist companies in developing programs, The team also will provide
advice on how to structure the BRT's workshops, the workbook and other outreach and assistance
efforts.

What is at stake? Why should businesses take voluntary steps to manage greenhouse gas
emissions?

While many scientific uncertainties remain, th e potential impact on global climate of rising
greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosph ere is a source of concern to governmenits around the
world, the private sector and many Americans.

Breakthrough technologies that fundamentally alter our systems of transportation, energy
production and use, and manufactuning will ul~timately be needed to deliver the dramatic
reductions in emissions required to stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at
acceptable levels.

The Business Roundtable has strongly supported government policies and programs that promote
long-term investment in these technologies and their practical deployment. However, it will take
some time to transition to new technologies. In the meantime, businesses should take voluntary
actions to slow the growth of greenhouse gas emissions.

What is the role of BRT companies in causin te global warming trend associated with
greenhouse gas emissions?I

The Business Roundtable believes that many scientific uncertainties remain about the degree to
which rising greenhouse gas emissions impac climate change. We also recognizes that the buildup
of' greenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere is a global phenomenon and that many different
sources contribute to global emissions.
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Our members are only one of these contributors but we recognize the need to do our part in
addressing public concerns. That's why BRTI believes that, while additional scientific study is
done and new technologies to reduce emnission and improve efficiency are developed and
deployed, businesses should undertake voluntary actions that will slow the growth of greenhouse
gas emissions.

Wouldn't it be more effective to use greenhouse gas reduction provisions contained in the
Kyoto Protocol?

The Kyoto Protocol does not provide a sound or workable basis for near-term measures to control
greenhouse gas emissions. The targets and timetables in the Protocol would require the United
States to make significant and immediate cuts in energy use that would threaten economic growth
and harm the competitiveness of U.S. industry.

In addition, because developing countries would not participate, emission reduction efforts under
the Protocol would have little bnftadwould likely distort investment and capital flow.

A better alternative is to make investments in advanced energy and sequestration technologies that
will provide the breakthroughs needed to dramatically reduce our emissions in the longer term.
And in the meantime, we are encouraging businesses to voluntarily act to control greenhouse gas
emissions.

Many members of Congress calling for mandatory controls on greenhouse emissions because
they believe that further voluntary efforts like the BRT initiative will not be effective. Why is
BRT opposing mandatory controls?

Mandatory controls limit flexibility and innovation, create bureaucracy and increase the costs of
controlling greenhouse gas emissions.

Voluntary programs can achieve sound results at lower cost and challenge companies to find
creative mechanisms to control emissions that contribute to economic growth and investment in
new technologies. BRT is launching Climat~ RESOLVE because strong and sustained support for
voluntary action is the best way to avoid manidatory controls.

Have BRT companies already been active Iin managing greenhouse gas emissions?

In a recent survey of BRT member comparn Is, we found that awareness of the climate issue was
widespread, and that many members were already taking action. The survey showed that a wide
range of innovative strategies were in place, including energy efficiency programs, manufacturing
and materials changes, technology deploymen and sequestration "sinks" and other offsets.

These efforts already are yielding impressive results. The companies responding to the survey
reported 57 million tons (tons of carbon equivalent) of emissions reduced, offset, avoided or
sequestered in 2000.
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The survey also found considerable opportunity for improvement by having more BRT companies
take action to manage greenhouse gas and by~ encouraging companies with programs in place to
more effectively quantify reductions and repo rt progress.

American industry has done much to reduce the growth of greenhouse gas emissions, but more
must be done. Climate RESOLVE calls on ev ery company in every sector to take voluntary
actions to reduce, avoid, offset or sequester g reenhouse gas emissions.

Does each company in the voluntary program need to achieve an 18 percent reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions? Is there any m inimumn reduction goal?

Climate RESOLVE does not set any target bar the amount of greenhouse gas emissions that
companies should seek to reduce, avoid, offstet or sequester. Individual companies are in the best
position to set these targets, which will depen~d on a number of operational, financial and other
considerations unique to each company.

The 18 percent reduction in the intensity of greenhouse gas emissions compared to GDP is an
overall goal for the nation. Some companies will take -or are already taking - actions that will
exceed that target; others may not be able to control their emissions to that degree for a variety of
reasons.K

The important thing is that all companies take action to reduce, avoid, offset or sequester
greenhouse gas emissions, monitor progress lad report the results of these voluntary actions to the
federal government under establishing progras frdcumenting greenhouse gas control efforts.

Isn't this just a problem for utilities, auto ceompanies, petroleum refiners, chemical
producers and other large manufacturers? Why should companies in other sectors, such as
the financial services, take any action to manage greenhouse gas emissions?

Some sectors have already achieved dramatic. reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, and we
should build on these successes. But while A menican industry has done much to reduce the growth
of greenhouse gas emissions, more must be hlone.

Even in the sectors where progress has been Imade, more companies should step forward and
existing efforts should be enhanced. The Climate RESOLVE initiative calls on every company in
every sector to take voluntary actions to reduce, avoid, offset or sequester greenhouse gas
emissions.

A number of BRT members are service pro-, iders whose business consists of investment
management, banking, insurance, publishing or data-system development. As non-manufacturers,
these companies will not be in a position to 'control greenhouse emissions during the production or
distribution of energy or end-products. Howelver, other options for mitigating greenhouse gas
emissions will be available to these comparnes. These options could include energy efficiency
programs in office buildings or investment in carbon-friendly development projects in the U.S. or
abroad.
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How many of the 150 BRT member companies have already undertaken action to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions?

According to a BRT survey earlier this year {hat had responses from about half of our members,
more than 90 percent of those responding companies were involved in some type of greenhouse
gas emission management activity. The nature and extent of these activities varied from one
company to another.

One part of this Climate RESOLVE initiative will to be to determine more precisely what the
various BRT member companies are now doing to manage and control greenhouse gas emissions.
As we move forward, we'll be monitoning what our companies do over time so we can assess
progress and encourage more companies to tIake adtion.

Do companies need to report to federal p Igrams, or can they also report to greenhouse gas
management programs run by non-government groups?

The decision whether to report and to whom is one for individual companies. However, BRT is
strongly encouraging its members to report to the established registry for greenhouse gas
emissions and management actions maintained by the Department of Energy under section
1605(b) of the Energy Policy Act.

Reporting under this program will provide companies with credit and recognition for their actions
and strengthen the Administration's ability tf track overall reductions in the carbon intensity of
the economy. Companies can also report their actions under other federal programs or to non-
government organizations.I

What is the BRT's goal for overall redut ions in greenhouse gas emissions?

The goal of Climate RESOLVE is 1 00 percent participation by BRT companies in voluntary
actions to reduce, avoid, offset or sequester greenhouse gas emissions. Business must do its part if
we are to reach the President's goal of reduding the intensity of greenhouse gas emissions per unit
of GDP by 2012 and preclude mandatory conros.

Climate RESOLVE does not set any target ILeve of emissions that companies should seek to
reduce, avoid, offset or sequester. Individual, companies are in the best position to set such goals,
which will depend on considerations that will vary by sector and even within sectors. However,
we are asking our companies to consider how best to apply the President's goal of reducing carbon

intensity by 18 percent by 2012 to their opeaions.

Do you believe that this initiative will actually reduce greenhouse gas emissions?

We believe that when more companies take ~action to reduce, avoid, offset or sequester greenhouse
gas emissions, we can slow the rate of growth of these emissions even as our economy grows. The
President is focusing on slowing the rate of emissions growth by reducing greenhouse gas
emissions as a function of economic output as the best strategy for our country at this time.
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Why should business leaders step forward now?

Now is the time for business leaders to demonstrate that voluntary programs will succeed in

meeting our emissions reduction objectives and deliver results at less cost to business and

consumers than mandatory approaches. I

The President promised to review progress and to consider stronger measures if the goal of

lowrin grenhusegasintnsiy b 18pereptby 2012 has not been reached. In addition, some

large states are moving ahead with emission control programs for majo etriepwrpat

and automobiles and members of congress have called for legislation imposing mandatory

controls.

The Business Roundtable opposes mandatory controls. We believe that, by demonstratinlg strong

and sustained support for voluntary programns 1by the business community, Climate RESOLVE will

show that our nation is effectively tackling the climate challenge and that mandatory controls are

unwarranted.

Will The Business Roundtable issue reports showing progress on a company-by-company

basis? Will you list the companies that have failed to take any action to control greenhouse

gas emissions?

The Business Roundtable will monitor company action and report year-by-year progress toward

the goal of 1 00 percent participation. We intend to issue periodic reports as part of our plan to

regularly inform the government agencies - land the public - of progress toward BRT's 100

percent participation goal and the scope of our members' accomplishments in managing

greenhouse gas emissions.I

These reports will provide a picture of the aciiiso h R ebrhpa hl and will

not describe the participation status of specific BRT members. However, we intend to conduct

continuous outreach to our members and will be actively encouraging them to participate in the

BRT? program.I

What do you mean by "reducing intensity" of greenhouse gas emissions?

"Greenhouse gas intensity" measures the ratio between emissions and economic output as

measured by the nation's Gross Domestic Tyduct or GDP. When we are able to manufacture a

product or deliver a service with lower gre hue gas emissions than are now occurring, we are

taking action to conserve energy, employ I 0wer-emitting technologies or capture greenhouse gases

before they escape into the atmosphere.

Ultimately, these improvements will enable us to actually reduce emissions in absolute terms even

though our economy is continuing to growl

According to the Administration, achieving the overall goal of reducing greenhouse gas intensity

by 18 percent by 2012 means that emission's will need to decline from the current level of 183

metric tons per million dollars of GDP to 151 metric tons per million dollars of GDP in 2012. This
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will require very substantial changes in how wC -produce and use energy, consume raw materials

and manufacture products.I

Are efoms f Ne SorceReviw rgultions needed in order to make these voluntary

efforts to control greenhouse gas emissions ?

Ther ar a umbe ofstes tat cmpaiescaptake to control their greenhouse gas emissions.

Modification of New Source Review regulais chouldc helproeet in theiimplemen ation poes bya

making it easier for Some companies to maetcnlgclipoeensi 
hi prtosta

decrease greenhouse gas emissions and improv e energy efficiency.

if ioo percent of BRT companies join this program to control greenhouse gas emissions,

what will be the impact on climate change

Global climate change is truly a global ph enon~elf. Current atmospheric levels of greenhouse

gases took decades to accumulate and resule from many different factors. Lowering greenhouse

gas levels in the atmosphere is a long-teprm ces and will not be achieved by any of the

strategies now being implemented in the US orother countries.

For these reasons, the near-term actions of ay individual company or collection of companies will

not likely cause a discernible impact on the global climate system. At the same time, voluntary

efforts to reduce, avoid, offset or sequester gitenhouse gas emissions by BRT companies can slow

the rate of emissions growth and reduce thenj intensity in the economy. Together with the

development of breakthrough low-emitting technologies, these steps can ultimately enable us to

begin lowering greenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere over the long term.

It would be a significant achievement to have- the CEOs of 150 of the largest companies in the

world resolving to take action to control greenhouse gas emissions. These companies have $3.7

trillion in revenues and together represent a t~hird of the U.S. GDP.

What does the Bush Administration think of this initiative?

We have briefed senior members of the Admnstration and they have been very supportive of the

BRT's Climate RESOLVE initiative. We wIl be partnering closely with the Administration as we

move forward.

What are specific examples of actions tha companies can take to reduce, avoid, offset or

sequester greenhouse gases?

There are many ways for companies and busiesses to manage greenhouse gases.

Avoid Emissions. Companies can avoid greenhouse gas emissions by installing more energy-

efficient devices (lighting, thermostat5s[ windows and shades, appliances), establishing car-

pooling or tele-commuting programs, u sing more energy-efficient motors and manufacturing

equipment, purchasing company trucks and cars that are more fuel efficient, or purchasing

renewable electricity such as solar or wind power.
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Reduce Emissions. Businesses can reduce greenhouse gas emissions by shifting to fuiels with

lower carbon content, Using fhels more efficiently in producing energy or manufacturing

products, recovering mnethane gases from landfills or coal beds, and minimizing pipe leaks.

Offset Emissions. To offset greenhouse gi emissions, companies may buy emission credits

from other companies, or invest in globa G31 mitigation projects and transfer these credits to

U.S. operations. 
tr abnfo h topeeadsqetri

Sequester Emissions. Business can help catrsabnfo h atosper lnPandinsequeste i

by planting trees, participating in private trsts that protect large tractsolad plniong scrops,

practicing sustainable forest management 'and disposing of it in geologic formatinsuha

saline aquifers, deep unaniinable coal seams and oil and gas wells.

How do you report and measure greenhous gas reductions?

Generally, four types of greenhouse gases are tracked and reported: carbon dioxide, methane,

nitrous oxides and halogenated substances. Tjitre are standard indexes for comparing the impact

on global warming of each gas relative to carbon dioxide (commonly called global warming

potential or GWP).

In some cases, companies measure greenhouse gas emissions over time and can compare

emissions resulting from a change in operations to emissionfrmabslepridtdtrie

the amount of the emissions reduction. In otilter cases, reductions will be estimated. Often, this can

be done on the basis of data generated for other purposes; for example, many companies keep

accurate data on projects that involve energy', efficiency, fuel switching, conservation, pollution

prevention or carbon sequestration and can use these data to estimate emission reductions from

particular projects. In other cases, estimates of reductions are more complex and may involve

establishing a "reference case" and then api ying emission factors to determine how many tons of

greenhouse gases the project reduces, avoids offsets or sequesters. In all cases, it is important to

explain the methods used to estimate emission impacts and to document assumptions, raw data or

other input information.
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